
SOUND & PERCEPTION 
WHAT IS SOUND 
Sound waves are mechanical disturbances that require a medium (this differs from light) 
Sound is a repetitive change in air pressure over time (larynx creates waveforms which are 
shaped by tongue in order for speech) 
Sound is a longitudinal wave involving patterns of compression & rarefaction 
Tuning fork vibrates, compresses molecules in one direction, then creates a trough/peak as goes 
back & forth, creates wave pattern which hits ear drum 
Sound goes in spherical direction (goes in all different directions) 
 
Waves have three different components: 

⇒ Amplitude (the height) – dimension of loudness (measured in decibels) 
⇒ Frequency – gives rise to the percept of pitch 
⇒ Purity (complexity) – gives rise to the percent of timbre (‘colour’) (e.g. different musical 

instruments playing same note sound different – overtones vibrating in multiples) 
 
HOW IS SOUND CAPTURED/SIGNALLED 
Outer Ear Gathers & directs sound into ear canal, amplification of mid-frequencies through canal 

resonance, vertical direction coding 
Helps localise sound 

⇒ Have to turn head towards source, whereas other animals such as cats don’t have to do 
this 

Middle Ear Amplifies signal for inner ear (impedance matching) 
Impendence Matching: Middle ear transfers the incoming vibration from the comparatively 
large, low impedance tympanic membrane to the much smaller, high impedance oval window 

⇒ Cochlea is filled with fluid, need to amplify sound waves (have relatively low energy in ear 
drum) & push fluid to amplify weak energy & focus into a point so that fluid in inner ear 
can then vibrate) 

The middle ear transmits the eardrum’s vibrations to the oval window, which transmits them 
through the fluid-filled cochlea 

⇒ The Ossicles (three smallest bones in the human body) (they amplify the signal) 
⇒ Perilymphatic fluid filling the cochlea is denser than air so it offers more resistance 
⇒ Greater mechanical energy is required to transmit sound waves through the denser fluid 

filling the cochlea 
At the air-fluid boundary, most of the incoming sound is reflected rather than transmitted (30dB 
decline in sound level) 
The oval window is 20 times smaller than the eardrum 
Engagement of the Ossicles transfers energy generated by air pressure applied to the larger 
surface area of the tympanic membrane (eardrum) to the much smaller oval window 

Inner Ear Location of auditory receptors, frequency analysis, transduction of physical signal to neural 
impulses (converted from mechanical energy of waves into electric impulses that can be read by 
the brain) 
Cochlea – how do you encode all of these mechanical vibrations into their frequency components 
The basilar membrane is part of inner ear that converts mechanical energy into electrical impulses 
(wide & thick at one end & narrow & thinner at the other end) 
Vibrations of the oval window induce pressure changes in the cochlear fluid that result in setting 
up a travelling wave on the basilar membrane, has a huge bump  
Wave peaks in different places depending on its frequency content 

⇒ High frequency tone spikes quickly near end 
⇒ Low frequency tone spikes farther along at base of basilar membrane 



⇒ Middle for intermediate frequency 
Movement of basilar membrane causes hair cells to move against the tactorial membrane which 
causes the cilia to bend 
When the cilia bend the hair cells release neurotransmitter onto synapses with auditory nerve 
fibers that send signals to the brain 
Neurons encoding different frequencies of sound (way membrane is engineered, purely physics) 

 
 
 
 
 
AMPLITUDE (INTENSITY) 
Loudness is how we perceive amplitude 
Height of the wave, amount of displacement of a molecule from 
resting position 
Indicates compression (or rarefaction) of the sound wave 
Measured in decibels (is a logarithmic scale) 

• Equal intervals increase by a factor of 10 (physical increases in amplitude aren’t 
matched with increases in perceptual amplitude) 

• 0 means threshold for human hearing 
• Amplitude doubles with every 6 dB (e.g. 20 dB → 26 dB is a doubling of intensity 

but not a doubling of loudness) 
Ability to judge differences is proportional to the energy of thing/amount comparing against 
 
EQUAL LOUDNESS CONTOURS 
Shows effect of frequency on perceptions of loudness 

⇒ E.g. 100hz tone has to be at 36dB for us to perceive the same loudness as a 1000Hz tone 
at 20db 

Loudness varies depending on frequency 
Each contour represents the SPL (dB) at which a 
tone of a given frequency sounds as loud as 1000Hz 
tone of a particular intensity 

⇒ Human speech well localised in highly 
sensitive area (dip) 

 
 
 
 
 
INVERSE SQUARE LAW 



Why is it harder to hear someone when you are standing at the back of the room? 
Inverse Square Law: Sound attenuation (decrease of 
sound intensity) from a point source based on the 
reciprocal of the square of the distance 
Sound radiates uniformly in all directions 
Area of sphere has pi as a constant, area is 
proportional to the square area 

⇒ As grow sphere area is growing in proportion 
to the square & hence falls off in intensity 
quite rapidly 

Hence sound decays over such periods of time 
because of this law 
 
 
FREQUENCY (PITCH) 
Number of cycles per a unit of time (Hertz) 
Pitch of the sound we perceive measured in 
Hertz (Hz) 
The slower/lower pitch a wave, the fewer 
cycles per unit time, & the fewer the cycles the further away sound is 
Perceive high frequency sounds as high pitched & low frequency sounds as low pitched 
Wavelength & frequency are inversely related 

⇒ Small wavelengths = high frequency 
⇒ Long wavelengths = low frequency 

 
HUMAN HEARING THRESHOLD CURVE 
Dip from about 2000-5000Hz (range we are most sensitive to) 
Human voice range is about 500-350Hz 

⇒ Low frequencies (below 1000Hz) are vowels & bass 
⇒ High frequencies (above 1000Hz) are consonants 

 
PERCEPTUAL ORGANISATION OF PITCH: ANALOGY WITH VISION 
If increase amplitude continuously (linearly) will continue to get louder & louder 

⇒ However this is not true with frequencies 
As get further away wavelengths, light appears to be a circle, whilst light appears to be a helix 
(psychological experience of sound) 
In both a continuous (linear) change in wavelength ‘wraps around’ to form a circular (vision) or 
helixical (audition) structure 
 
TIMBRE 
Complex wave components determine timbre 
Lowest frequency when play same note on different instruments is the same (fundamental) 
Other harmonics are integer multiples of this fundamental (when play multiple integers together 
are harmonic) 

⇒ Multiples of fundamental frequency give music 
⇒ Multiples of unrelated frequencies give noise 

Complex patterns added to the lowest (fundamental) frequency of sound referred to as spectrum 
envelope 

⇒ Spectrum envelopes enable us to distinguish musical instruments 
 



FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY 
Fundamental Frequency: Lowest frequency of the same note across instruments, other 
harmonics are integers of this 
Instruments all generate the same component frequencies when played at a given pitch 
They differ in the relative amplitudes of these component frequencies they produce 
Pitch of an instrument is mainly conveyed by the fundamental (lowest) frequency & timbre by 
the relative amplitude of overtones 
Heights are varied (e.g. 6 harmonic has a relatively small amplitude), for every different 
instrument there is a different characteristic set of overtones (different timbres) 

⇒ The amplitude of the upper harmonics (overtones) contribute to timbre (‘quality’ of notes) 
 

TIMBRE & SPECTRUM ENVELOPE 
Timbre differences between one musical instrument & 
another are partly related to differences in spectrum 
envelope 
Spectrum Envelope: Differences in the relative 
amplitudes of the individual harmonics contributing to 
pitch 
In the example to the right would expect all of these 
sounds to have the same pitch because the harmonic 
spacing is the same in all cases (same fundamentals & 
same overtones) 
Timbre differences that would hear are controlled in part by the differences in the shape of the 
spectrum envelope 
 (The height of the lines informs amplitude and frequency plotted on the x axis) 
N.B. It is not just the spectrum envelope (always stays the same) which determines how an 
instrument sounds but changes in the time of music 

⇒ Sound envelope of recording played backwards, however attack/decay is different (all 
relative amplitudes are the same but decay over time) 

 
THEORIES OF HOW SOUND IS HEARD 
Two different theories of  

o Place theory (different places among basilar membrane encode different frequencies of 
sound) 

o Frequency (temporal) theory 
 
LOCATION (‘PLACE’) CODED FREQUENCY 
Different places along the basiliar membrane encode different frequencies of sound 
Movement of the basiliar membrane causes the hair cells to move against the tectorial 
membrane, which causes the cilia to bend 
Basiliar membrane is tuned to specific frequencies at different locations on the membrane 
(tonotopic) & vibrates whenever that frequency is present 
Low frequencies stimulate the apex, high frequencies stimulate the base & middle frequencies in 
between 
Pattern of vibration along the basilar membrane is a travelling wave & responsible of encoding 
of different frequencies 
Complex signal will decompose into smaller peaks (automatic Fourier analysis) 
This theory best explains human perception of high frequencies (above 800Hz) 
 
NEURAL CODING OF SOUND 
Another important response property 



o For low frequencies, auditory nerve spikes are phase-locked to the stimulus 
Cells that are phase locked to the frequency  
Phase locking – neuron will only fire when there is a peak (however doesn’t fire to every peak) 
N.B. The degree of phase locking declines with frequency 
 
FREQUENCY (TEMPORAL) THEORY 
What about missed beats? 
If look at a sound wave & see where spikes are, there is a population (will now not miss a beat, 
although each individual fibre may miss a beat), there is no single neuron that can fire as fast as 
1000Hz 

o Hence, over entire population of neurons there is at least one of them that would be 
responding 

 
Periodic stimulation of membrane matches frequency of sound 

⇒ One electrical impulse at every peak 
⇒ Maps time differences of pulses to pitch 

Can we hear much higher frequencies than maximum neural firing rate? 
Volley Theory: Groups of neurons fire in well coordinated sequence 
Frequency theory explains best low frequencies below 1000Hz 
 
HYBRID VERSION 
Which theory is correct? 
Currently it is believed that the accurate theory is a combination of the two 
For high frequency sounds we use place theory to explain 
For low frequency sounds we use the frequency matching theory 
 
TONOTOPIC ORGANISATION OF FREQUENCY 
Representation of sound in the brain 
Brain is filled with different maps (different regions of somatosensory cortex that have detailed 
maps & receive inputs from specific parts of body) 
Output of the cochlea is transmitted to the brain through the auditory nerve & different 
frequencies are mapped to different neural populations in the auditory cortext 
 


